VARISITY RECEIVES FIRST CHALK-TALK GIVEN THIS SEASON

James Lecture to Men On Every Formation New In The Iowa Curriculum.

FRESMEN SQUAD SHOWS PROMISE

Coach Barron’s Forty Athletes Bid Fair To Produce A Strong Aggregation

In a cold driving rain, Iowa’s newly football squad slipped out of the gymnasium yesterday afternoon after five days of close work and a final signal drill, the main object being to obtain some practice in handling a slippery ball, which quality may prove a valuable asset later in the season. Despite the inclement weather, the team went through with the work with an enthusiasm entirely out of place in the gloomy surroundings.

The ground was wet and soggy, school work had to be continued, which made the practice unusually severe. Since the ground was slippery, due to the slippery condition of the sod, the men made several many long lines. Jones held the men to the task, and at the close of the practice the alluvial pigeon found its regular resting place.

MRS. JESSUP TO LEAD CHAW KWARA PARADE
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FRESMEN WILL GET SOME GOOD TRAINING

Now It Is Being Spoken In Telephone-Prizes Offered For Work Not Complete

Complete arrangements in the military will not yet have been made, according to Captain Wright, as the freshmen, however, have not been trained, and for the first time, they will have the opportunity to do a little work, and to practice drill for the first time, in what will be an interesting change in their routine of work. The freshmen will have a week in which to get ready, and to perfect the training for the year.

Students are being made to prepare candidates for officer rank, and to practice drill for the first time, in what will be an interesting change in their routine of work. The freshmen will have a week in which to get ready, and to perfect the training for the year.

COLLEGE IN WEST INDIES

FOR NATIONAL MUSEUM

Prof. C. C. Nutting, head of the department of zoology, has been appointed to collect material for the national museum at Washington, D.C., for the expedition which will be sent out by the Smithsonian institution. The expedition will be equipped with dredges and other instruments necessary for effective work in the oceanic regions. The purpose of the expedition will be to study the condition in the regions of the world where the marine life is to be found.

INTERESTING LETTER TO CURRIER GIRLS

'Prep's Mother Extends Thanks To Girls For Gift—an Senda Pictures

I come in the name of my little boy and in his own name to thank you for your kindness in my situation. Today received a money order from the boy, and you may judge how grateful I am to you. I hereewith send you the photographs of my husband and my son. Receiving your letter I was filled with joy.

Yours very truly,

190th Street, Fondly.

The above letter written in French to the Editor of the Daily News by the wife of the French soldier who was wounded at the battle of the Marne in 1917 to the Life magazine to be used for the support of a little French orphan.

The photograph of a beautiful French girl and a French soldier at various times accompanied the letter. The girls are exceedingly proud of their French parents, and expect to frame the picture to hang in the parlor. Letters received at half-back, di
Students Attention! Hear Louis Pennigroth, First Presbyterian Church
Sunday Night, 7:30
Topic: "Prison Camps of Austria"

Hotel Jefferson
Dancing (Informal)
Every Friday Evening
First Floor, Friday, September 20th
9 P. M. until Midnight

Dancing and other entertainment features in the Main Dining Room, situated on the second floor. All the latest novelties will be distributed as well as appropriate favors to all the ladies.

LADIES FIELD GREY
Up-to-the-minute SHOES
We can save you money on them. Come up and see.

MEAN'S ENGLISH COCOA COLOR
Neaple and Leather Soles at a Saving of
$2.00 to $3.60 per pair
Climb the stairs and save money
A. ABRAMSON
119 E. Washington St., over College Inn

Racine's Cigar Stores
Where good fellows like to linger longer
Billiard Parlor Up-Stairs

VARIETY RECEIVES FIRST CHALK TALK OF SEASON
(Chicago Daily) - The Variety received the variety practice. Among fans from this shift, a news paper appeared.

APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED
The committee on recommendations of the University reports the following candidates placed recently:
Alva G. Betzold at Yolks; Miss Florence McNair at Kelling; Miss Ola Olsen at Superior; Miss Pearl Fassnacht at Belen; Misses Barden and Barden at Mount Clare. Miss Edith McGreen at Marshalltown, Iowa; and Miss Lois Valdern at Fort Dodge as physical director at the Y. W. C. A.

LADIES FIELD GREY
Up-to-the-minute SHOES
We can save you money on them. Come up and see.

MEAN'S ENGLISH COCOA COLOR
Neaple and Leather Soles at a Saving of
$2.00 to $3.60 per pair
Climb the stairs and save money
A. ABRAMSON
119 E. Washington St., over College Inn
The Knight of Columbus and Daughters of Isabella of Iowa City will hold a reception for the candidates for the office of mayor of Iowa City.

WOMEN PHYSICIANS FOR IOWA SCHOOLS

This is Advice of R. U. I. Commission After Studying a Typical Iowa School.

The employing of a woman physician to care for the health of school children and the sanitation of school buildings is one of the recommendations of the University survey committee, under the direction of the college of medicine, which has just completed a study of the school children and the sanitation of the school buildings.

Wapello at a request from the school board.

This is the first survey of its kind ever made in Iowa. Wapello was selected by the commission to represent a typical Iowa town and the findings and recommendations resulting from this survey will have statewide application and therefore be of great value in improving health conditions in Iowa schools.

Although the school sanitation in Wapello is only four hundred, the report of the University engineers shows that it would easily pay the community to employ a full-time woman physician. The work of health supervision does not need great amount of time, or any special training. Wapello is very representative of the conditions prevalent in the localities to which the report applies.

Another solution of the problem, the report points out, would be to make the health officer of a community, who at present renders only part-time service, a full-time employee through the co-operation of the boards of education and health. It is believed that in many cases such an action would serve as a school physician and for the health of the community.

Either solution would eliminate the need for a second school survey, the report states.

A. E. F. MEN MUST MARRY

All members of A. E. F., the honor society, are to be married to women in the State of Iowa.

AFRICAN HEARS OF IOWAN'S INVENTION

Device of University Physicist, Promises to Have Great Influence in Musical World.

The name of the musical invention claimed as the invention of L. E. Dodd, of the physics department, has spread to Britain. The invention has received a letter from a man in Cape Town in the southern part of the dark continent saying if it will be possible to get one of the devices to play music.

With this invention it is possible for the musician to toggle the notes he desires on an instrument or string to be true pitch. He can read from a revolving syllable the exact number of vibrations of the notes that he sounds.

"The purpose of the machine is to improve pitch discrimination," says the inventor. "By practicing before the device a singer can tell whether he is striking true tones or not. If he is not he can do much toward correcting them by using the Tonodelk.

For the child who learns the scales from a pianist that it is not out of tune or from a music teacher whose pitch discrimination is faulty, this device will be of great aid in correcting the pitch interval.

He, Dodd, has been involved with letters from piano manufacturers and other instrument makers, and music teachers from all parts of the United States and a few from the continent. The device has not been placed on the market but test pilots are under way now for its manufacture in large quantities.
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IS THIS TRUE OF ALL PROFESSIONS?

Says An Engineer Should Interact Himself In Activities Outside His Profession.

The engineer who cannot see beyond the horizon of the profession is much in favor with Dean W. C. Ely of the Raymond of the college of engineers. He holds that it is possible for a most thorough engineer and at the same time having a liking for literature and painting and other things of an allied sort. That the ability to do both should be liked by the student. Civil engineering is another one of his conceptions.

"All men, I cannot think of a single strikingly successful engineer who has not had a good command of English," he observes.

"It is impossible to compare the importance of this subject with some of the technical subjects in the engineering course, but I believe it isrank with any of them if such a comparison were possible. The ability to express thought clearly in writing will be of great value in improving the technical subjects as well as the general life of an engineer."

"Our college has always insisted on thorough courses in literature and a study of languages throughout the course. In a very majority of men are we unable to judge the kind of home from which the individual student comes by the manner in which the man is in the class room. Young men from cultured families will invariably speak more grammatically and with a better choice of words than the young man from homes whose rules of grammar are constantly disregarded."

"I believe that every engineer, and any other person for that matter, should have some hobby. Making music or collecting, old plays, skating, golding, but I should say yes to an intellectual hobby, such as a ambition to create something new or to build up an excellent library, is far better in results."

MANY OCCUPATIONS FOLLOWED IN IOWA

University Authority Finds One Fourth Hundred Kinds of Industry in This State

Over four hundred different industries are pursued by men and women of Iowa, according to E. E. Parkins, professor of sociology. Some of them are very rare, but most of them make a fairly good showing here and painting and other things of an allied sort. That the ability to do both should be liked by the student. Civil engineering is another one of his conceptions.

"All men, I cannot think of a single strikingly successful engineer who has not had a good command of English," he observes.

"It is impossible to compare the importance of this subject with some of the technical subjects in the engineering course, but I believe it isrank with any of them if such a comparison were possible. The ability to express thought clearly in writing will be of great value in improving the technical subjects as well as the general life of an engineer."

"Our college has always insisted on thorough courses in literature and a study of languages throughout the course. In a very majority of men are we unable to judge the kind of home from which the individual student comes by the manner in which the man is in the class room. Young men from cultured families will invariably speak more grammatically and with a better choice of words than the young man from homes whose rules of grammar are constantly disregarded."

"I believe that every engineer, and any other person for that matter, should have some hobby. Making music or collecting, old plays, skating, golding, but I should say yes to an intellectual hobby, such as a ambition to create something new or to build up an excellent library, is far better in results.

DANCE at the Burkle Imperial Friday & Saturday of this week.

Book your date for a party dance at The Burkle Imperial. Only a few dates left open.

TYPWRITERS

The National Trade Market, and new Underwoods for students, is selling at a greatly reduced rental cost. After six months you get a credit refund less every cent paid. Orders must be placed at the Y. M. C. A., or at the University Typewriter Co. at 11 Clinton St.

EAT AT THE MERCHANTS

The Largest Restaurant in the City

$3.00 MEAL TICKET $2.75

Coffee, syrups and syrups if from 5 to 10 a. m.